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■ INVESTMENT INVOLVES RISKS. The value of the Fund can be volatile and investors may not get back the amount originally invested. Past
performance is not indicative of future results.
■ The Fund is a sub-fund of Legg Mason Global Funds plc, an open-ended umbrella investment company constituted in Ireland. The Fund seeks to maximise
total return through capital appreciation and income by investing at least two-thirds of its Net Asset Value in investment grade debt securities denominated in
the currencies of, or issuers located primarily in developed countries around the world. The Sub-Investment Manager will concentrate investments in undervalued
markets that provide the best opportunity for declining interest rates and a return to lower real rates over time.
■ Investors will be exposed to debt securities (including risks of Government securities, rated and unrated securities), credit, liquidity, concentration, and currency
risks.
■ The Fund may invest in inflation protected securities, whose value generally fluctuates in response to changes to interest rates.
■ The Fund may use certain types of financial derivative instruments ("FDIs") extensively for investment and other non-hedging purposes, which may involve a
higher degree of risk such as counterparty, volatility, liquidity, leverage and valuation risks. The Fund may suffer a total or significant loss arising from the
extensive use of FDIs.
■ The Fund may invest in emerging markets which involve special risks, including liquidity, volatility, currency, political, economic, legal and regulatory risks.
■ The directors of Legg Mason Global Funds Plc may at their discretion pay dividends out of capital of a Distributing Plus Share Class. The payment of dividends
out of capital effectively amounts to a return or withdrawal of an investor’s original capital investment or of capital gains attributable to that original investment.
Such distribution will result in a corresponding immediate decrease in the Net Asset Value per share of these Share Classes.
■ Investors should not invest based on this marketing material alone. Offering documents should be read for further details, including the risk factors.
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YTD
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Class A Acc. (USD)

4.05

4.05

9.10

8.00

6.60

57.31

Benchmark: FTSE World Government Bond Index (USD)

2.50

2.50

8.49

10.72

6.07

45.47

Cumulative (%)1

Rolling 12-month performance (%)1 – period ending

31.03.18

31.03.17

31.03.16

31.03.15

31.03.14

Class A Acc. (USD)

9.10

-0.06

-0.95

-0.80

-0.49

Benchmark

8.49

-3.65

5.92

-5.50

1.37

Monthly review
What happened in the market? Longer-dated bond yields collectively moved lower in March, with 10- and 30-year government bonds
rallying around the world. Although synchronized global growth continued to expand, that rate showed signs of flagging during the month.
The prospects for a lower growth rate were precipitated by fears of slowing global trade, a byproduct of the steel and aluminum tariffs
imposed by the U.S. Although the tariff was a largely symbolic measure against China, it had mixed secondary effects on a number of
markets. President Donald Trump notably exempted North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) members, Mexico and Canada,
from this tariff, signaling the renegotiation of this trade agreement could be less punitive and protectionist than some expected. Mexican
government bonds (MBonos) rallied due to the lower risk premium, and more importantly, as inflation slowed. Although the eurozone
economy relies heavily on global trade, regional manufacturing and output was largely unaffected by escalating Sino-U.S. trade tension.
However, regional inflation also slowed, sending already suppressed core and peripheral yields lower. The region continued to benefit
from European Central Bank (ECB) stimulus; similar conditions also fostered a rally in Japanese government bonds. Both Prime Minister
Theresa May and the U.K. economy continued to defy expectations and deliver positive results in terms of Brexit negotiations and growth.
Inflation in the U.S. remained benign, and a dovish Federal Reserve (Fed) under new leadership raised the fed funds rate for the first
time in 2018. While apprehension of an overheated U.S. economy abated during the month, investors favored U.S. Treasuries over risk
assets during the period, which sent yields lower from their recent highs. South Africa quietly retained its remaining invest ment-grade
credit rating, which helped remove some of the risk premium from its government bonds and also cleared the way for the South Africa
Reserve Bank to cut its repo rate.
The future of global trade had mixed effects on the currency market; the results largely depended on the country’s reliance on exports—
particularly to China—as well as other contributing factors.
While inflation has likely rolled over in these Latin American economies, emerging market peers like Turkey have not been able to address
stubbornly high inflation. The Turkish lira (down 3.6%) globally weakened as a significant geopolitical uncertainty overhang persisted,
and more importantly, the question of the central bank’s fortitude to keep interest rates elevated to break the back of inflation remained.
Central and Eastern European countries generated economic momentum, helping Polish bonds rally. Indonesia pursued ambitious
infrastructure stimulus, which helped the government bonds rally in March.
Investment Aim: The Fund seeks to maximise total return through capital appreciation and income by investing at least two-thirds of its
Net Asset Value in investment grade debt securities denominated in the currencies of, or issuers located primarily in developed countries
around the world. The Sub-Investment Manager will concentrate investments in undervalued markets that provide the best opportunity
for declining interest rates and a return to lower real rates over time.
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What happened in the Fund?2
POSITIVE:

NEGATIVE:

• Mexico

• Euro

- Our overweight exposure to both the peso and
Mbonos contributed to excess return.

- Our underweight exposure to both the euro and Eurozone
bonds detracted from excess return.

- Mexican government bonds (MBonos) rallied due to
the lower risk premium, and more importantly, as
inflation slowed. The Mexican peso (up 3.3%) gained
against almost every currency as market
expectations no longer priced in a hardline NAFTA
renegotiation.

- Although the eurozone economy relies heavily on global trade,
regional manufacturing and output was largely unaffected by
escalating Sino-U.S. trade tension. However, regional inflation
also slowed, sending already suppressed core and peripheral
yields lower. The region continued to benefit from ECB
stimulus. The euro (up 1.0%) continued to receive support
from the ECB, which expressed hesitation to normalize
monetary conditions during the month.

• South Africa
- Our overweight exposure to South African sovereign
bonds contributed to excess return.
- South Africa quietly retained its remaining
investment-grade credit rating, which helped remove
some of the risk premium from its government bonds
and also cleared the way for the South Africa
Reserve Bank to cut its repo rate.
• Colombia
- Our overweight exposure to the Colombian peso
contributed to excess return.
- Regional economies benefitted from reduced political
uncertainty, such as Colombia. The Colombian peso
(up 2.4%) enjoyed a broadbased rally, as did the
bonds.

• United States
- Our overweight exposure to US Treasuries detracted from
excess return.
- Inflation in the U.S. remained benign, and a dovish Fed under
new leadership raised the fed funds rate for the first time in
2018. While apprehension of an overheated U.S. economy
abated during the month, investors favored U.S. Treasuries
over risk assets during the period, which sent yields lower from
their recent highs.
• Turkey
- Our overweight exposure to the New Turkish lira detracted
from excess return
- Emerging markets like Turkey have not been able to address
stubbornly high inflation. The Turkish lira (down 3.6%) globally
weakened as a significant geopolitical uncertainty overhang
persisted, and more importantly, the question of the central
bank’s fortitude to keep interest rates elevated to break the
back of inflation remained.

What did the portfolio manager do? There were no portfolio changes for the month of March.
What is the outlook? The portfolio managers believe synchronized global growth should continue to provide a constructive backdrop
for global capital flows, though that rate may not be as robust as it was once. The Fed should continue to tighten by way of tapering
its balance sheet and raising the fed funds rate. The team will be watching closely to understand how inflation expectations affect the
path to normalization for developed market central banks, particularly the Bank of England, and subsequently the ECB, and ultimately
the Bank of Japan. They expect fiscally stimulative policies to increasingly come into play this year. However, emerging market central
banks have continued to ease, and they therefore think global monetary policy will generally remain accommodative.
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This Fund is managed by Brandywine Global Investment Management
1

Source: Legg Mason, as of 31 March 2018. Class A Acc USD performance is net of fees and is calculated on a NAV to NAV basis (USD). Performance for periods
greater than one year is cumulative. Performance is based on reinvestment of any income and capital gains distribution derived from securities held in the Fund.
Inception date: 9 May 2007. Class A Acc USD calendar year net of fees performance for year-to-date (4.05%), 2017 (10.24%), 2016 (2.55%), 2015 (-9.12%), 2014
(2.93%) and 2013 (-4.03%). Benchmark: FTSE World Government Bond Index. Investment involves risks. Past performance is not indicative of future results.

2

Currency performance sourced from Bloomberg in spot return, as at 31 March 2018. Base currency: US dollar.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Investors of fixed income funds are subject to various risks, including but not limited to, credit risks, liquidity risks and interest rate risks.
Source: Legg Mason and Brandywine Global Investment Management. This document is for information only and does not constitute a financial promotion or other
financial, professional or investment advice in any way. All data, opinions, estimates and other information are provided as of the date of this document and may be
subject to change without notice. Where past performance is quoted, such figures are not indicative of future performance. This document does not constitute an offer
or solicitation to buy or sell any units or shares in any fund. INVESTMENT INVOLVES RISKS. The value of investments and the income from them can go down as
well as up and investors may not get back the amount originally invested. Please refer to the most current offering documents for further details, including the risk
factors.
If this document is distributed in Macau, this may not be used other than by the Distributors.
Any views expressed are opinions of the respective investment affiliates as of the date of this document and are subject to change without notice based on market
and other conditions and may differ from other investment affiliates or of the firm as a whole. These opinions are not intended to be a forecast of future events, a
guarantee of future results or investment advice. The mention of any individual securities should neither constitute nor be construed as a recommendation to purchase
or sell securities, and the information provided regarding such individual securities is not a sufficient basis upon which to make an investment decision.
Exchange rate changes may cause the value of overseas investments to rise or fall. Where the Fund’s base currency is not US/HK Dollars, US/HK Dollar-based
investors are exposed to exchange rate fluctuations.
Neither Legg Mason nor any officer or employee of Legg Mason accepts any liability whatsoever for any loss arising from any use of this document or its contents.
The information in this document is confidential and proprietary and may not be used other than by the intended user. This document may not be reproduced, distributed
or published without prior written permission from Legg Mason.
This document has not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission in Hong Kong or Monetary Authority of Macao in Macau.
Issuer: Legg Mason Asset Management Hong Kong Limited.
HK1804016
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